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Visit
www.bng.bm/exhibitions/

to explore the exhibition online.

Explore the Gallery!

Plan of Proposed Past and Present Developments Illustrating General 
Considerations on Architecture While also Including Assorted Aesthetic Elements

Kevin Morris

Situated in the City Hall & Arts Centre, the Bermuda 
National Gallery houses Bermuda’s national art collection 
and presents innovative exhibitions and programming for 

every member of your family.

A dynamic institution with an energetic staff and volunteer 
team, the contemporary art museum delivers world-class 

art and culture experiences in the heart of Hamilton. 

www.bng.bm 
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What’s a Biennial?
A biennial is an art exhibition that takes 
place every two years. The BNG has been 
hosting the Bermuda Biennial since 1994 for 
local artists to create and submit art to be 
showcased in our gallery. 

Biennials often have a theme, and artists 
are required to create their artwork to 
that theme. This year’s theme is A New 
Vocabulary: Past. Present. Future.

What is the job of a juror?

What do you think is the purpose of a biennial?

Why do you think we included poetry in this year’s Biennial?

The Bermuda Biennial is juried: 
international art experts 

come to Bermuda to 
review all the work artists 

submit and decide which 
pieces will be in the show.

!!

This year’s 

biennial also 

includes poetry in 

addition to visual 

art.

!!

A New Vocabulary:
Past. Present. Future.

Over the past two years, the COVID-19 pandemic made it diff icult for 
artists to work like usual. As a result, many artists changed their art 
styles or returned to fundamentals. 

Here in Bermuda, we closed our borders for the f irst time in history. 
Confined f irst to their studios and then to their island home, many 
local artists used the people, places and things around them for their 
subjects while using this time to reflect on the island’s history and its 
place in the world today. 

The theme of the 2022 Bermuda Biennial is A New Vocabulary: Past. 
Present. Future. This theme asked artists to think about the many 
changes over the past two years and to imagine what the future 
could be like. 

This year is also the 30th anniversary of the Bermuda National 
Gallery, and for the f irst time, submissions were open to poets as well 
as visual artists to celebrate Bermuda’s rich poetic tradition and the 
way the written word intersects with visual art. 

What do you think is the benefit of having international jurors choose the works?

Double Exposure (triptych)
Teresa Kirby Smith
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CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE ARTWORK AND SPEND 
SOME TIME ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS

Use as much detail as possible. Imagine you are describing 
it to someone who has not seen it.

What do you see?

What material is it made from?

What colours are used?

How would you describe this artwork?

Title
Date
Artist

How do you think this piece reflects the theme of this year’s Biennial?

Is there anything else you notice?

Why did you pick this piece?

Large Yellow Wall Sculpture
James Cooper The Child Returned

Liana Nanang
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Composition
Planning Art:

Elements of Art

7. Colour

6. Texture

Composition is how an artist arranges all the 
different elements of art so they work together in 
order to best represent what the artist wants to 
make in a visually interesting way. Two important 
parts of composition are balance and focal point.

Looking at the artwork on the page, how do 
you think they show visual weight?

Golden Ratio

Rule of Thirds

The 

focal point 
is the part of a work 
that the artist wants 

you to see f irst

!!

How do these two pieces draw your eyes to 
the focal point?

Planning Art:

Anemone
Charles Zuill

Echinoderm
Charles Zuill

Charles Zuill’s 

pieces are good 

examples of 

visual weight

visual weight
is created by 

combining different 
elements of art, for 

example something 
big and small

Balance
is the visual 

weight of an 

artwork

Triangle 

Three common compositions:
The elements of each composition align along the red lines.

The elements of art are the main building blocks of any type of art. They’re 
the basic pieces that you combine in order to create almost anything. 

There are seven elements of art. 

The way our eyes process light 
reflecting off an object. In art, 
colour is made up of three parts: 

Hue:
the name of the color, such as 
red, blue, yellow

Value: 
     how light or dark a color is
Saturation
     how bright or dull a color is

1. Line
The most basic element. Lines are used to 
create shapes and forms. They can be used 
to create texture. 

Lines can be thick, thin, broken, straight, or 
curved.

2. Space
The area inside, around, and between the 
different elements in a composition.

How does the painting on this page use space?

3. Shape
An enclosed, two-dimensional image. 

Can be free form, like a blob, or a geometric 
shape, such as squares, triangles, and circles.

5. Value
How light or dark colours and tones can be. 
White is the lightest, and black is the darkest.
How does the painting below use value?

How things feel or look like they feel.  
How does the painting show texture?

Over de Boundry
Sabriyya Harvey

4. Form
An enclosed, three-dimensional object. Forms 
have volume. 
How does the painting use form?
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Colour Theory
Colours have associations in our 
minds, and they can affect how we 
interpret the meaning of an artwork.

Colour Wheel

Warm

Cool

Colour Theory:  

how colours interact 

with each other

!!

Warm colours 
Reds, yellows, and 
oranges - are associated 
with things like fall, f ire, 
and love. They can be 
used to capture feelings 
of warmth, energy, and 
life.

Brainstorming

There are many different ways to 
brainstorm. For example, in a group 

brainstorming session, the group 
might come up with ideas we might 

not have thought of on our own. 

Block 3
Alex Allardyce

Block 3 is made up primarily of warm 
colours. What feeling does that give you 
about the painting?

Past leaves, present flower, future fruits 
is primarily made up of cool colours. 

What mood does that set?

Blues, greens, and 
purples - are associated 
with nature: the sky, the 

ocean, trees. They can be 
used to give art a feeling 

of calm.

Cool colours

The value and saturation of colours also affects mood. Dark blue feels different than 
light blue. Sky blue feels happier than blue-grey.

!!

Past leaves, present 
flower, future fruits

Cheryl Hastings

Word Associations

Past:

Present:

Future:

New Vocabulary:

Write down all the ideas you 
can think of related to the 
words below. 

example: 
For future, you 
might think of 

robots. For past, 
you might think of 

grandparents. 
For present, you 

might think 
clock.

!!

Concept Map
Pick one or two words that inspire you from your word 

associations. Write them into the big circle, and then use 
the small circles to write concepts (ideas) for how you 

could represent them visually.

example: 
If I picked clock, I 

could write down “a man 

wearing a watch” as a 

concept”

!!

Words Concepts/Ideas

You might have learned about 
brainstorming in school. 

Brainstorming is a way to problem 
solve by gathering all the ideas we 

can related to an idea.
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Colour SketchThumbnails
Thumbail sketches are small, quick drawings. 
One use for them is to plan out art before you 
commit to it. Using basic shapes, you can see 
if your composition works or not.

Doing a full sketch before the f inal 
piece helps you iron out any other 
details you might want to change.  

Doing colour sketches help you 
decide which colours look better in 

the f inal piece.   

Thumbnails aren’t full drawings! They are quick sketches and don’t need much or any detail.

!!

Let’s Try: 
Planning Our Art
Pick one of the concepts you came up with on the 
previous page. 

In the thumbnail boxes, loosely sketch out different 
possibilities for how you could visually represent 
this idea. For example, if your idea was “a man 
wearing a watch”, one sketch could be a man 
checking the time while another could be just a 
wrist with a watch.

An art study is a 

practice piece of art 

that focuses on learning 

very specif ic art concepts. 

For instance, practicing 

drawing hands.

If you want to 

draw something, 

but don’t know how 

to draw it, one way 

to learn is to do 

studies.

!!

Pick your favourite thumbnail.  
Draw it in detail in both sketch 

boxes. Then, thinking about 
colour theory, colour your 

sketches in two different ways.
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Artist StatementFinal Piece
An artist statement is a statement that describes your art. It 

tells the audience a bit about yourself, about what you’ve made, 
and also why you chose to make it. Especially when creating 

art to a theme, an artist statement can be used to explain your 
thought process and how your art f its the theme when it may 

not be immediately obvious.

Artist statements shouldn’t be long.

Using the lines below, write an artist statement for your piece.

Show us your work!
Get a parent to tag us on Instagram at  
@bermuda_nationalgallery

Now you try: pick your favourite colour sketch, and draw 
and colour your f inal piece!

Title
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Iambic 
pentameter 

is a meter with ten 
syllables per line where 
every second syllable 

is emphasized. 

Figurative 
language refers 

to the type of words 
and phrases that can 
describe or convey a 

feeling without being 
literal or directly 
saying what you 

mean.

Rhyme 
schemes are the 

patterns of rhyme 
that come at the end 
of each line or stanza. 
For instance, if every 

other line rhymes 
together.

Poetry

Let’s Research:Free verse Sonnets

brood 
 

what’s there for her        now in this silent cave 
she is empty then              full and then again 
she is a crimson moon        o’er dancing slave 

inhale exhale luminous                     wax and wane 
cosmic apple drops                   by a blues beating 

leaping for her life              each and every time 
she is breath she is food ripe for eating 
choreographing to rhythm and rhyme 

mother of all alchemists and   
oceans mystic fountain of youth love  

and living divinely sourced  
yemaya and oshun 

no longer resonating 
 in the womb in this  
empty chest there  

is no more  
room 

Jessica Lightbourne

Poetry is one of the main forms of creative 
writing. Poetry combines visual elements, 
wordplay, and rhythm to express and evoke 
thoughts and feelings or to emphasize ideas in a 
different way than prose writing. 

Poetry is made up of lines and stanzas rather 
than sentences and paragraphs. 

Poetry also often uses meter for rhythmic 
structure. Meter considers the number of 
syllables in a line as well the way syllables are 
emphasized.

Analysing Poetry

Styles of Poetry

Many types of poetry are known for rhyming. Not all 
poems rhyme, but ones 

that do tend to use specif ic 
rhyming schemes in order to establish a rhythm.

!!

One of the most common types of contemporary 
poetry. Free verse poetry doesn’t follow any specif ic 
rhyming scheme, meter, or pattern. Free verse tends 
to use f igurative language and a natural speaking 
rhythm.

What shape do the lines in brood form? How 
does it help inform what the poem is about?

Does brood employ a rhyming scheme? Does 
it follow a specific meter, or is it free verse?

What do you think this poem is about?

Poetry can be visual as well as literary. One type 
of poetry that combines art and writing together 
is blackout poetry. Spend some time researching 
blackout poetry, and answer the following questions.

What is blackout poetry?

How does blackout poetry combine poetry with art?

There are many different styles of poetry. Two 
styles in this exhibition are sonnets and free verse.

What examples of free verse can you find in 
the poems in this show?

What examples of sonnets can you find in the 
poems in this show?

A sonnet is a popular, classical form of poetry. 
Sonnets are fourteen lines long and written in iambic 
pentameter. Sonnets are also made of three stanzas 
that are four lines each where the f irst and third line 
rhyme, and the second and fourth line also rhyme. 
The fourth stanza of a sonnet is two lines that rhyme 
with each other.
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Let’s Write: PoetryPoetry & Art

What do you think this poem means?

Do the poem and image combined help you understand 
them better?

The collage and the poem are two parts of this artwork. 
Why do you think they go together?

Write down and look 
up any words you 
don’t know.

Exhale
Gherdai Hassell

Show us your work!
Get a parent to tag us on Instagram at  

@bermuda_nationalgallery

Now you try: using the lines below, write a 
poem that in some way represents your art.



2nd Floor, City Hall & Arts Centre

17 Church Street, Hamilton, HM 11, Bermuda

441 295-9428

www.bng.bm

Did you enjoy 

the activity book? 

We’d love to see your work! 

Please take a picture and 

tag us on Instagram at 

@bermuda_nationalgallery

BNG Kids activity books 

to accompany all current 

exhibitions can be 

downloaded for free at 

www.bng.bm

For further information

 about our Education 

Programmes please contact 

education@bng.bm

 


